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At your Service

Traffic engineering and data for traffic engineering applications will 
never be the same again. Combining 30 years of engineering 
experience with the power of ITS-Tracker data from Tracker Connect, 
we can now simplify many complicated engineering studies at 
affordable rates. Moreover we can also provide you with added value 
to simplify the understanding of complex transport system issues and 
track these over time. The following are some of the services we can 
assist with:

• Travel Patterns (Origin – Destination Patterns)

• Congestion Mapping

• Public Transport Route Analysis

• Traffic Signal Evaluation

• Travel Times

• Speed Review & Setting of Speed Limits

• Road Safety Evaluation

• Link Evaluation 

• Dashboards and Indices
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Travel Patterns

Traditionally travel pattern data is obtained through time consuming and 
expensive road side and/or household interviews. ITS-Tracker data 
provide efficient and low cost alternatives to obtain origin-destination 
information. This is now possible from a local scale up to a national scale, 
for any time of the day or weekday and for typical commuter patterns as 
well as for major events. Not only does it provide patterns amongst zones, 
suburbs or towns, but it can also tell the origins and destination of traffic 
along a specific link in the road network. The applications are numerous 
from market area studies for any type of retail facility to commuter 
patterns, toll road users, character of diversionary traffic, rat running 
patterns, and also which travellers are choosing to use which routes at 
what time of the day and/or day of the week. Based on the socio 
economic characteristics of the population at the origin and/or destination 
the information can be further enhanced to provide demographic and 
socio economic profiles of the traveling population along a certain part of 
the network.

Whether you are a transport planner, traffic engineer, developer, property 
owner or event planner, we can provide you with information that has 
never been available before at inexpensive rates and as frequently as 
desired. 
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Congestion Mapping

Definitions for congestion on Class 1, 2 and 3 roads were developed in 
association with the City of Cape Town. Based on these definitions it is 
possible to quantify congestion in a variety of ways, e.g. length of the 
congested network, duration of congestion by peak period and the km-
hours of congestion. This provides detailed insights which is not possible 
using other free online resources. This is done per month as well as over 
time to allow planners and decision makers to track the performance of 
the network. It provides the opportunity for dashboard indicators of the 
Network Performance Measures which are useful tools for design 
makers. The congestion can be reported on all higher order roads and 
could be further refined to be reported along the major road based public 
transport routes and/or corridors. The latter indicator is essential to 
understand the exposure of public transport users to congestion.

In addition to quantifying and tracking congestion along the general road 
network, the methodologies can be applied to and focussed on public 
transport routes to evaluate Congestion along Public Transport 
Routes. This unique application will provide Cities with a tool to evaluate 
the performance of the road based public transport system.
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Traffic Signal Evaluation

Extensive research was conducted to convert ITS-Tracker data speeds 
into useable metrics for traffic signal evaluation. Similar to the metrics 
in the Highway Capacity Manual, the metrics can be used to quantify 
traffic signal operations during any time of the day and for any 
approach to an intersection. The metrics also allow tracking of overall 
performance for the whole City over time. 

The outputs are useful to determine specific signal timing issues at 
individual intersections or along corridors and/or regions. Not only is it 
possible to identify non-optimum phase splits at an intersection, but 
traffic operations at similar and/or adjacent intersections can be 
compared to determine relative performance. By tracking traffic 
performance on every approach to an intersection as a function of 
demand and traffic signal timing, it can be compared to that on other 
approaches and can be compared to historical performance on the 
approach. 

Applications:
- Network Monitoring with alarms
- Network Management and Optimization
- Senior Management Overview and Performance
- Public Transport Network Monitoring and Management
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Traffic Signal Corridor Monitoring

The available ITS-Tracker data not only provide spot speeds, but the 
progression of a vehicle through the network and specifically along a 
signalised arterial can be traced and tracked. The individual and 
combined vehicle paths along a signalised corridor provide the 
opportunity to evaluate the performance of the corridor. The metrics that 
are available from the data are typically average speeds and average 
delays per direction and per time of day and day of the week. The 
vehicle paths also clearly illustrate where bottlenecks occur along the 
corridor.

The availability of the data over time also allows the quantification of the 
performance of a signalised corridor over time. This can specifically be 
applied to all the important Public Transport Corridors.
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Travel Times

Most commuters and road users measure the acceptability of their 
commute using travel time. They also compare historical travel times 
with their most recent experience and based on that they will 
consider alternative routes. 

To understand and monitor the performance of a transport system in 
a town or City it is essential to understand and monitor the typical 
travel times which the majority of commuters are exposed to, i.e. 
between the major or typical origins and destinations. This should 
not only be done at a point in time, but should be evaluated over 
time. 

With the available ITS-Tracker data this is possible and travel times 
can be evaluated by either the start time of a trip, or between major 
O-D’s. These patterns can be monitored month to month and year to 
year (travel time drift). ITS-Tracker data also allows the development 
of travel time contours around a specific origin and/or destination. 
. 
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Speed Review & Setting of 
Speed Limits

The latest SADEC Road Traffic Signs Manual (Volume 2, Chapter 20) 
requires all road authorities to review posted speed limits on the roads 
under their jurisdiction and to set speed limits according to actual 
observed 85th percentile speeds. 85th Percentile speeds can either be 
obtained from speed modelling, spot speed studies in the field or from 
vehicle test runs. During the test runs, the driver needs to drive at what is 
considered an 85th percentile speed which requires judgement and 
experience. 

Based on extensive research done on the ITS-Tracker data it can be 
illustrated that ITS-Tracker data provides at least as accurate data for 
speed limit reviews as any other method does. But, the ITS-Tracker data 
provides much more information and is not limited to specific points or 
specific time periods.  ITS-Tracker data can provide information along 
the whole route and also over time based on the availability of historical 
data. 
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Road Safety

It is well known that speed is a contributory factor in crashes. To measure speeds and 
identify areas where speeding occurs, can be costly. Using the ITS‐Tracker data, speed 
profiles for most roads in the country are readily available.

The ITS‐Tracker data can be used to plot the speed profile along any route, and provide 
an assessment of the posted speed limits. Maximum speeds, 85th percentile speeds etc 
can be determined for any road section to quantify speeding problems. The ITS‐Tracker 
data can be used to determine on a city or provincial wide scale, where speeding occurs 
and provide a scientific platform to plan law enforcement and other actions. 

ITS has agreements in place with other service providers to access accurate crash data. 
This can be superimposed on the speed data to identify hazardous locations, with 
relatively good statistical confidence.

The ITS‐Tracker data provide the future base data for any road safety assessment. 
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Link Evaluation

From the ITS‐Tracker data, the attributes of the road‐based traffic volumes passing along 
a specific section of a roadway can be determined. The following attributes are available:

• Vehicle types
• Origin and destination of vehicles
• Sample size of tracked vehicles
• Income group based on origin and/or destination
• Time of day, speeds, direction, etc.

Based on the above characteristics it is possible to provide insights and behavioural 
information to assist with:

• Market Studies for retail developments, filling stations, outdoor advertising, etc.
• Travel pattern and route selection evaluation
• Alternative route evaluation
• Impacts of road closures on alternative routes
• Rat‐running quantification and elimination
• Toll diversion and evasion studies
• Driver Behaviour during major incidents
• Major Event Management
• Travel patterns to typical services such as schools, hospitals, clinics, etc.
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Dashboards and Indices

Arguably one of the most useful applications of ITS‐Tracker data is the continuous 
availability of the data in near real time. This provides remarkable opportunities for 
the management of any transport system, not only operational management in near 
real time, but also for tracking performance against historical performance. 
Through their interaction with the ITS‐Tracker data ITS has developed several Indices 
and dashboard applications over the past few years. 

The following indices have been considered: Transport Development Index, Urban 
development Index, Congestion Index, Public Transport Index and Traffic Signal 
Index.

Several dashboard applications have also been developed. These include reporting 
of current conditions as well as comparison against historical conditions and include, 
inter alia the following: 

• Length of total congested network
• Duration of overall congestion
• Congestion along public transport corridors
• Number of failing signalised intersections
• Duration of failed traffic signal operations
• Typical travel times in peak hours
• Typical off‐peak travel times
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Contact Details

For pricing and more information please contact us:

012 349 1664 gauteng@itsglobal.co.za

021 419 6211 westerncape@itsglobal.co.za

Website: www.itsglobal.co.za


